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Abstract 31 

Mesoscale eddies are ubiquitous dynamical features, accounting for over 90% of 32 

the total kinetic energy of the ocean. However, the pathway for eddy energy 33 

dissipation has not been fully understood. Here we investigate the effect of 34 

small-scale topography on eddy dissipation in the northern South China Sea by 35 

comparing high-resolution ocean simulations with smooth and synthetically-generated 36 

rough topography. The presence of rough topography is found to (1) significantly 37 

enhance viscous dissipation and instabilities within a few hundred meters above the 38 

rough bottom, especially in the slope region, and (2) change the relative importance of 39 

energy dissipation by bottom frictional drag and interior viscosity. The role of lee 40 

wave generation in eddy energy dissipation is investigated using a Lagrangian filter 41 

method. About one-third of the enhanced viscous energy dissipation in the rough 42 

topography experiment is associated with lee wave energy dissipation, with the 43 

remaining two-thirds explained by nonwave energy dissipation, at least partly as a 44 

result of the nonpropagating form drag effect. 45 
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1. Introduction 61 

Mesoscale eddies, accounting for over 90% of the total kinetic energy of the 62 

oceans (Ferrari and Wunsch 2009), play an important role in the climate system by 63 

transporting heat, fresh water and carbon around the globe (Chelton et al., 2011). 64 

They are generated primarily through instabilities of the mean currents (e.g., Gill et al. 65 

1974; Wunsch 1998; Zhai and Marshall 2013). Yet how these eddies are dissipated 66 

remains one of the largest uncertainties in the ocean energy budget (Ferrari and 67 

Wunsch 2009).  68 

Satellite altimetry observations suggest that the western boundary of the ocean 69 

basin acts as a ³graveyard´ for westward-propagating ocean eddies (Zhai et al. 2010). 70 

However, the physical processes responsible for eddy energy loss remain ambiguous. 71 

The potential candidates for dissipating eddy energy include direct damping by air-sea 72 

interactions (Duhaut and Straub 2006; Zhai and Greatbatch 2007; Hughes and Wilson 73 

2008; Ma et al. 2016; Xu et al. 2016), bottom frictional drag (Sen et al. 2008; Arbic et 74 

al. 2009), loss of balance (Molemaker et al. 2005; Williams et al. 2008; Alford et al. 75 

2013), and energy transfer to lee waves over rough bottom topography (Nikurashin 76 

and Ferrari 2010a; Nikurashin et al. 2013). It has been found that energy dissipation 77 

caused by bottom friction is elevated near the western boundary, but it is still 78 

insufficient to explain the eddy dissipation in that region (Wright et al. 2012), 79 

suggesting that other physical processes such as lee wave generation and energy 80 

dissipation may have a more important role to play. The generation of lee wave over 81 

rough topography often leads to bottom-enhanced diapycnal mixing. There are 82 

fragments of evidence suggesting bottom-enhanced diapycnal mixing near the 83 

western boundary of the North Atlantic (Walter et al. 2005; Stöber et al. 2008) which 84 

may be associated with lee wave generation over rough topography.  85 

Using an idealized model, Yang et al. (2021) investigated the energetics of 86 

eddy-western boundary interaction with a particular focus on the effect of small-scale 87 

bottom topography. They found that eddy kinetic energy dissipation at the western 88 

boundary is significantly enhanced in the presence of rough topography, as a result of 89 

greater anticyclonic, ageostrophic instability (AAI). The significance of the western 90 
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boundary is that it brings the seabed upward to the surface and as such it enables the 91 

rough topography to be in close contact with the energetic part of the surface 92 

intensified eddies. However, the model used by Yang et al. (2021) is highly idealized; 93 

it has neither background flow nor external atmospheric forcing and it excludes 94 

large-scale topographic features. The large-scale topography1, on the other hand, can 95 

not only accelerate the bottom flow downstream, but also block the flow upstream and 96 

lead to energy dissipation through the so-called nonpropagating form drag effect 97 

(Klymak 2018; Klymak et al. 2021). In addition, the horizontal current velocity near 98 

the ocean bottom, a key parameter in determining whether lee waves radiate or not, 99 

tends to be somewhat weak in the model experiments of Yang et al. (2021) which 100 

simulate free decay of an initial eddy field. Further studies are therefore required to 101 

improve our understanding of the role of small-scale topography in dissipating eddy 102 

energy in the ocean. 103 

Here we conduct a high-resolution realistic model study of the effect of 104 

small-scale topography on eddy dissipation in the northern South China Sea (SCS). 105 

The SCS is the largest semi-enclosed marginal sea in the northwest Pacific (Figure 1), 106 

with its circulation relatively independent of the surrounding water. A large number 107 

of mesoscale eddies have been observed in the northern SCS and many of them 108 

appear to dissipate over the western boundary slope (Yang et al. 2019). This makes 109 

the northern SCS an ideal region to study the effect of small-scale topography on eddy 110 

dissipation. We begin in section 2 by describing the model setup and experimental 111 

design. In section 3, we compare results from model experiments with and without 112 

small-scale rough topography and then present a case study of eddy-topography 113 

interaction. Effects of nonpropagating form drag and tides are discussed in section 4. 114 

Finally, the paper concludes with a summary in section 5. 115 

 116 

1 Here ³ODUJH-VFDOH´�UHIHUV�WR�KRUL]RQWDO�VFDOHV�ODUJHU�WKDQ�WKH�UDGLDWLQJ�OHH�ZDYH�VFDOHV��|U0/f| 117 

to U0/N, where U0 is the bottom velocity, f is the inertial frequency and N is the bottom 118 

VWUDWLILFDWLRQ���DQG�³VPDOO-VFDOH´�refers to scales in the range of the radiating lee wave scales. 119 

 120 
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2. Methodology 121 

2.1. Model configurations 122 

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology general circulation model (MITgcm; 123 

Marshall et al. 1997) with hydrostatic configuration is adopted to simulate mesoscale 124 

eddies and their dissipation in the northern SCS. We use a nested modelling system, 125 

ranging from a parent grid with a resolution of ᇞx = 1/24° (hereinafter P1) covering 126 

most of the Northwest Pacific to successive child grids with ᇞx = 1/72° for the SCS 127 

(hereinafter C1) and ᇞx = 1/216° for the northern SCS (hereinafter C2, Figure 1). The 128 

nesting procedure is one way and offline. For all three nested models the harmonic  129 

Leith and modified bi-harmonic Leith coefficients are set to be 1.2 and 1.5. The 130 

original Leith viscosity only removes vorticity buildup at the grid scale. Thus, a 131 

divergent flow with little or no vertical vorticity can be undamped. The modified 132 

version of Leith viscosity fixes this problem by adding a damping of the divergent 133 

velocity (Ilócak 2016). The bi-harmonic temperature/salinity diffusion coefficient is 134 

chosen to be 1×108 m4 sí1 at 1/24° resolution and reduced by a factor of ten for each 135 

tripling in resolution. No harmonic horizontal diffusivity is used. We employ the 136 

K-profile parameterization (KPP) vertical mixing scheme (Large et al. 1994) and a 137 

quadratic bottom friction with a drag coefficient of Cd = 0.0021. P1 and C1 are driven 138 

by daily atmospheric forcing constructed from climatology outputs of ERA-Interim 139 

(Dee et al. 2011). The atmospheric forcing for C2 is the same as P1 and C1, except 140 

that the monthly-varying ERA-Interim wind forcing is used in order to eliminate the 141 

generation of wind-induced near-inertial waves. There is no tidal forcing applied at 142 

the model lateral boundaries.  143 

The P1 domain has a 41° × 32° horizontal extent (99°E ± 140°E, 2°S ± 30°N) 144 

with the bottom topography constructed from the SRTM30_PLUS dataset with a grid 145 

size of 1/120° (Becker et al. 2009). There are 83 vertical levels whose thickness 146 

increase from 1 m near the surface to 257 m near the bottom. The initial and boundary 147 

temperature and salinity fields are obtained from the World Ocean Atlas (WOA, 148 

Conkright et al. 2002), and the boundary velocity is taken from the monthly-averaged 149 
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SODA ocean climatology outputs (Carton and Giese 2008). We spin up P1 from its 150 

initial state for 20 years and after that we use model output from P1, at 5-day intervals, 151 

to provide the open boundary conditions for C1. 152 

C1 shares the same topography as P1 but it has a finer vertical resolution with 153 

165 vertical levels in total. The vertical grid thickness is 1 m near the sea surface, 154 

increases to 30 m at 410 m depth and remains at 30 m at depths further below. We 155 

spin up C1 for 5 years and use model outputs (at 5-day intervals) from the last year to 156 

construct initial and boundary fields for C2. Details of model evaluation of C1 is 157 

provided in Appendix A. The surface eddy field and the near-bottom current 158 

velocities simulated by C1 generally compare well with the observations and ECCO2 159 

state estimate (Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean, phase 2; Figures. 160 

A1-2). 161 

C2 has the same vertical grids as C1. We run C2 for 18 months and analyze 162 

model outputs from the last 12 months. The time-series of domain-integrated KE for 163 

C2 is provided in Appendix B. The internal lee wave generation as a result of eddy 164 

geostrophic flow impinging on small-scale topography is thought to be an important 165 

route to eddy energy dissipation (Nikurashin and Ferrari 2010b; Nikurashin et al. 166 

2013). In order to highlight the effect of small-scale topography on eddy dissipation in 167 

the SCS, we conduct two model experiments: one includes small-scale rough 168 

topography (hereafter ROUGH) and the other does not (hereafter SMOOTH). The 169 

topography used in SMOOTH is constructed from the SRTM30_PLUS dataset by 170 

applying a spatial low-pass filter. According to the linear theory, the radiating internal 171 

lee waves have horizontal scales in the range from |U0/f| to U0/N, which typically span 172 

wavelengths from about O(0.1) km to O(10) km (Bell 1975a, b). In order to suppress 173 

lee wave generation in the SMOOTH experiment, we chose the cutoff wavelength of 174 

the spatial low-pass filter to be 20 km which eliminates the generation of the majority 175 

of radiating lee waves. In the ROUGH experiment, synthetically-generated 176 

small-scale rough topography (See Appendix C) is added to the smoothed topography, 177 

but only in regions deeper than 500 m to avoid outcrop of the superimposed rough 178 

topography (Figure 1). 179 
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To avoid the side boundary effects, a region inside the C2 model domain is 180 

chosen for analysis (white dashed box in Figure 1), and this region is further divided 181 

into three sub-regions according to the water depth: shelf (shallower than 500 m), 182 

slope (500-3000 m) and basin (deeper than 3000 m). In addition, since the aim of this 183 

study is to investigate the role of small-scale bottom topography in dissipating eddy 184 

energy, we focus our analysis primarily on energy dissipation below the surface 185 

boundary layer (SBL), i.e., below 300 m depth. 186 

 187 

Figure 1. Bathymetry (m) used in P1 simulation (ᇞx = 1/24°). The boundaries of the 188 

successive nested model domains of C1 (ᇞx = 1/72°) and C2 (ᇞx = 1/216°) are 189 

delineated by white solid lines. The white dashed line inside C2 indicates the region 190 

selected for analysis (Section 3). The upper left inset marks the three sub-regions: 191 

shelf (<500 m; red), slope (500-3000 m; green) and basin (>3000 m; blue). 192 

 193 

2.2. Energy dissipation 194 

Away from the SBL, the kinetic energy (KE) dissipation (İ) is achieved mainly 195 

through the interior viscous dissipation expressed as: 196 
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(1) 197 

and the bottom drag as, 198 

3
bdb C uUH  ,                                                    (2) 199 

where uh is the horizontal velocity vector, Ah is the harmonic horizontal viscosity, A4h 200 

is the bi-harmonic horizontal viscosity, Az is the vertical viscosity, Cd is the quadratic 201 

drag coefficient set to be 0.0021, and ub is the horizontal velocity in the bottom layer. 202 

The loss of available potential energy (APE) via irreversible mixing is calculated 203 

as: 204 
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,                                    (3)
 205 

where � � 00 / UUU �� gb  is buoyancy (g is gravitational acceleration, U is the 206 

potential density and 0U  is the reference density), K4h is the bi-harmonic horizontal 207 

diffusivity and Kz is the vertical diffusivity. 208 

 209 

2.3. Decomposition of ocean current into mean and eddy components 210 

In this study, uh is decomposed into the mean flow hu  (including standing 211 

eddies) and eddy components huc , where overbar denotes a 12-month temporal 212 

average and prime denotes deviations thereof. In this decomposition eddy motions 213 

include seasonal variability, which is, however, expected to be small since our region 214 

for analysis is well below the seasonal thermocline. Energy dissipation associated 215 

with the mean flow and eddies is then computed using Eqs. (1) and (2) with hu  and 216 

huc , respectively. 217 

 218 

2.4 Decomposition of ocean current into wave and nonwave components 219 

The internal lee waves are stationary waves in the Eulerian frame of reference. In 220 

order to isolate the wave motion, we apply a Lagrangian filter method, with the wave 221 
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component defined as motions with Lagrangian frequencies exceeding the local 222 

inertial frequency (Nagai et al. 2015; Shakespeare and Hogg 2017; Yang et al. 2021). 223 

A detailed description of the Lagrangian filter method can be found in Appendix D. 224 

Wave and nonwave energy dissipation are finally computed using Eqs. (1) and (2) 225 

with uw (high-frequency velocity associated with wave motions) and unw 226 

(low-frequency velocity associated with nonwave motions), respectively.  227 

2.5. Cross-scale eddy kinetic energy flux 228 

The energy fluxes across different spatial scales are computed using a 229 

coarse-graining approach which employs convoluted filters, following Eyink and 230 

Aluie (2009). The filter-based approach is suitable for small-scale inhomogeneous 231 

flows, such as the interaction between mesoscale eddies and gravity waves (Aluie et 232 

al., 2018), unlike conventional spectral methods (e.g., Arbic et al., 2013; Capet et al., 233 

2008). 234 

The cross-scale energy flux can be diagnosed as follows [see Aluie et al., 2018 235 

for details] 236 

� � � � � �AAA zh 3�3 3 ,                                             (4) 237 

where 238 

� � � � � �� � � �> @yxyxh vvvvuvuuvuuu
2222 ������� 3 A , and                (5) 239 

� � � � � �> @zzz uwuuwvwvvw ���� 3 A .                                (6) 240 

The overbar in Eqs. (5) and (6) represents a low-pass filtered value with a cutoff 241 

scale of A . Positive � �A3  indicates a downscale energy transfer while negative 242 

� �A3  indicates an upscale energy transfer. We compute � �A3  using the following 243 

length scales A =3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 27, 35, 50, 70 km in a case study of the ROUGH 244 

experiment (section 3.3). 245 

 246 

2.6. Mean-to-wave conversion and wave energy sink  247 

The energy exchange between the mean flow and wave motions, i.e., 248 

mean-to-wave (MTW) conversion, can be calculated as (Shakespeare and Hogg 249 
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2017): 250 
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251 

The four terms on the right-hand side of (7) represent energy transfers of mean 252 

energy to wave energy through (i) the mean vertical shear, (ii) horizontal buoyancy 253 

gradients of the mean flow, (iii) mean horizontal strain and (iv) mean horizontal shear, 254 

respectively. Positive MTW indicates energy transfer from the mean flow to the wave 255 

field.  256 

The wave energy sink due to viscous dissipation and irreversible mixing can be 257 

written as: 258 
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259 

The first and second terms on the right-hand side of (8) represent wave KE 260 

dissipation by horizontal and vertical viscous effects, respectively, and the last term 261 

represents wave potential energy dissipation by mixing. 262 

 263 

3. Result 264 

3.1. Viscous KE dissipation 265 

Table 1 shows the volume-integrated (below 300 m depth) KE dissipation 266 

averaged over the last 12 months of the SMOOTH and ROUGH experiments. In both 267 

experiments, large KE dissipation is mainly concentrated in the slope region. This 268 

result is consistent with recent studies that have highlighted the importance of the 269 

western continental slope in dissipating the energy of westward-propagating ocean 270 

eddies (Zhai et al. 2010; Yang et al. 2021). Compared to SMOOTH, the addition of 271 

small-scale topography in ROUGH results in a significant increase in the strength of 272 

interior viscous energy dissipation (İi) by 73% while a reduction in bottom frictional 273 

energy dissipation (İb) by 33%. Together, this leads to an overall increase of energy 274 

dissipation of 14% in ROUGH compared to SMOOTH. The increase of İi and 275 
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decrease of İb in ROUGH is mainly confined to the slope and basin regions, whereas 276 

the values of İi and İb in ROUGH and SMOOTH are very similar in the shelf region. 277 

In addition, the increase in İi in the slope and basin regions is found to be mostly 278 

associated with the eddies, with the increase of interior dissipation associated with the 279 

mean flow more than an order of magnitude smaller (Table 1). Hereafter we will 280 

focus on the total energy dissipation, with the understanding that the total dissipation 281 

is dominated by eddy energy dissipation.  282 

Consistent with previous idealized studies (Nikurashin et al. 2013; Yang et al. 283 

2021), results from our realistic model simulations show that the small-scale rough 284 

topography not only enhances the overall eddy energy dissipation rate but also 285 

changes the relative importance of energy dissipation by bottom frictional drag and 286 

interior viscosity. The interior viscous dissipation becomes the dominant energy 287 

dissipation process in ROUGH, whereas the bottom frictional dissipation and interior 288 

viscous dissipation are comparable in magnitude in SMOOTH. The larger İi in 289 

ROUGH is likely to lead to enhanced diapycnal mixing in the ocean interior, which is 290 

potentially important for water mass transformation processes in the SCS (Wang et al. 291 

2017). Although the loss of APE via irreversible mixing is also enhanced in the 292 

ROUGH experiment, the loss of APE is more than one order of magnitude smaller 293 

than the dissipation of KE in both SMOOTH and ROUGH. Therefore, hereafter we 294 

only focus on KE dissipation. 295 

 296 

 297 

 298 

 299 

 300 

 301 

 302 

 303 

 304 

 305 
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 306 

TABLE 1. Volume-integrated (below 300 m depth) energy dissipation (W) averaged 307 

over the last 12 months of the SMOOTH (thin) and ROUGH (bold) experiments. 308 

Shelf: shallower than 500 m; Slope: 500-3000 m; Basin: deeper than 3000 m. 309 

 310 

To further investigate the vertical structure of changes of energy dissipation, we 311 

composite İi in the two experiments based on the water depth (Figure 2). In the 312 

SMOOTH experiment, large İi is found mainly in the upper 1000 m due to the large 313 

velocity shear associated with the surface intensified eddy velocity structure. There is 314 

also a very narrow band of elevated İi very close to the smooth bottom topography 315 

which may result from the nonpropagating form drag effect (Klymak 2018; Klymak et 316 

al. 2021). In the ROUGH experiment, the band of large İi near the bottom becomes 317 

noticeably more enhanced as well as much wider ± it is a few hundred meters thick 318 

(comparable to the root mean square height of the topography) along and above the 319 

rough topography (Figure 2f). The difference in İi near the bottom between SMOOTH 320 

and ROUGH can be as large as a factor of 5 in the slope and basin regions where the 321 

small-scale topography is added (Figure 2i), which, to a large extent, explains the İi 322 

differences between the two experiments seen in Table 1. The increase in İi near the 323 

Dissipation (×106 W) Shelf Slope Basin Total 

Viscous Dissipation 4.01 

4.10 

20.03 

35.11 

7.34 

15.26 

31.45 

54.47 

Viscous Dissipation 

(Mean/Eddy) 

0.71/3.30 

0.67/3.43 

2.32/17.71 

3.34/31.77 

1.75/5.59 

1.97/13.29 

4.77/26.68 

5.98/48.49 

Bottom Drag 

(Mean/Eddy) 

2.43/7.01 

1.81/6.74 

2.45/12.88 

1.78/9.45 

4.88/9.55 

3.59/2.99 

9.76/29.44 

7.18/19.18 

Loss of APE 
0.40 

0.41 

1.08 

2.02 

0.04 

0.07 

1.53 

2.51 
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bottom is mainly associated with the eddies, although the mean flow energy 324 

dissipation is also somewhat enhanced in ROUGH (Figures 2a, b, d, e). 325 

There are also İi differences further up in the water column (Figures 2g, h, i), 326 

suggesting that the presence of small-scale rough topography may have an impact on 327 

upper ocean dynamics. Figure 3 shows the composition of KE as a function of water 328 

depth. Although KE in the ROUGH experiment is weaker near the bottom compared 329 

to SMOOTH, its KE is greater in the upper ocean. A similar difference is also found 330 

in eddy kinetic energy between the two experiments (not shown). A possible 331 

explanation for this result is that as eddies are dissipated more quickly in ROUGH, 332 

the eddy barotropization effect is suppressed and the baroclinicity of the along-slope 333 

flow increases, which results in stronger upper ocean currents and transport (Klymak 334 

et al. 2021). 335 

 336 

 337 

Figure 2. Composite energy dissipation rates as a function of water depth in (a-c) 338 

SMOOTH and (d-f) ROUGH (W/kg; in log10). (g-i) Differences between ROUGH 339 
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and SMOOTH (in log10). The black dash lines delineate the three sub-regions: shelf 340 

(<500 m), slope (500-3000 m) and basin (>3000 m). 341 

 342 

 343 

Figure 3. Composite distribution of kinetic energy as a function of water depth in (a) 344 

SMOOTH and (b) ROUGH (m2/s2; in log10). (c) Difference between ROUGH and 345 

SMOOTH (in log10). 346 

Figure 4 shows wave (KEw) and nonwave kinetic energy (KEnw) in the 347 

SMOOTH and ROUGH experiments. In the SMOOTH experiment, KEnw is 348 

concentrated mostly in the upper 1000 m and dominates KE (Figure 4b), with KEw 349 

making a small contribution near the shallow end of the slope (Figure 4a). In the 350 

ROUGH experiment, KEw is strongly enhanced in a band right above the rough 351 

topography, especially in the shallow half of the slope region (Figure 4c). Although 352 

KEnw still dominates KE in most regions in ROUGH, it is of the same order of 353 

magnitude as KEw near the rough topography (Figures 4c, d).  354 

 355 
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 356 

Figure 4. Composite distribution of wave and nonwave kinetic energy (m2/s2; in log10) 357 

as a function of water depth in (a-b) SMOOTH and (c-d) ROUGH. 358 

The wave energy dissipation rate (İw) is strongly bottom-intensified in ROUGH, 359 

while in both experiments the nonwave energy dissipation rate (İnw) also shows large 360 

values in the upper ocean due to the large velocity shear there (Figure 5). The 361 

presence of small-scale rough topography in ROUGH is found to enhance both wave 362 

and nonwave energy dissipation as well as allow them to extend further upwards in 363 

the water column, whereas İw and İnw are more tightly confined to a narrow band 364 

immediately above the smooth topography in SMOOTH. Note that the sum of İw and 365 

İnw is slightly less than the total viscous dissipation (about 7% less in SMOOTH and 366 

14% less in ROUGH), probably due to the use of a narrow 2-day filtering window 367 

(Appendix D). Table 2 shows that İnw dominates the overall energy dissipation rates in 368 

both experiments. However, with the presence of small-scale rough topography, the 369 

ratio between İw and İnw is almost doubled, increasing from 0.12 in SMOOTH to 0.23 370 

in ROUGH. Below 1000 m depth, the volume-integrated İw is 5.73×106 W in 371 

ROUGH which is over 5 times larger than the 1.03×106 W in SMOOTH. The increase 372 

in İnw near the bottom topography is in part associated with the nonpropagating form 373 

drag (Klymak 2018; Klymak et al. 2021), an effect that we will discuss further in 374 

Section 4. Wave energy (Figure 4) and dissipation (Figure 5, Table 2) is also found  375 
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in SMOOTH, particularly near the shallow end of the slope region. Here the bottom 376 

current velocity is sufficiently large (> 15 cm/s) to excite radiating internal waves.  377 

 378 

TABLE 2. Volume-integrated (below 300 m) wave and nonwave energy dissipation 379 

(W) in the SMOOTH and ROUGH experiments. 380 

 381 

 382 

 383 

 384 

Figure 5. Composite distribution of wave and nonwave energy dissipation rates (W/kg; 385 

in log10) as a function of water depth in (a-b) SMOOTH and (c-d) ROUGH. 386 

 387 

Recent observations (e.g., Brearley et al. 2013; Sheen et al. 2013; Waterman et al. 388 

2013) suggest that the observed levels of energy dissipation in the bottom 1 km can be 389 

smaller by up to an order of magnitude than that implied by lee wave energy flux 390 

Experiment Wave Nonwave Total 

SMOOTH 3.17×106 2.70×107 3.27×107 

ROUGH 8.93×106 3.87×107 5.53×107 
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predicted by the linear theory. Another possible sink of lee waves generated by the 391 

rough topography is the re-absorption of lee wave energy by a vertically sheared mean 392 

flow when the flow decreases in magnitude away from the topography (Kunze and 393 

Lien 2019). Here we quantify the sinks of lee wave energy via MTW conversion and 394 

dissipation.  395 

The MTW terms in (7) and wave dissipation terms in (8) are calculated and then 396 

averaged based on the height above the SMOOTH bottom topography (HAB, Figure 397 

6). Terms associated with KE, e.g., viscous dissipation or MTW conversion due to 398 

velocity shear and strain, are found to dominate the lee wave energy sink in ROUGH, 399 

with terms associated with potential energy making a negligible contribution. Large 400 

values of viscous wave energy dissipation and positive MTW occur mainly below 401 

HAB = 200 m, where energy is converted from the mean flow to the lee wave field 402 

via both the mean vertical shear (green line) and mean horizontal strain (red line) 403 

terms. Above HAB = 200 m, the mean vertical shear term becomes negative, 404 

indicating re-absorption of lee wave energy by the mean flow. The sum of MTW and 405 

dissipation terms is positive in the HAB range of 0-150 m but negative above, 406 

consistent with the upward lee wave energy flux. Following the approach of Nagai et 407 

al. (2015), we average the positive and negative MTWs separately to estimate the 408 

contribution of wave re-absorption, and find that only about 5% of the lee wave 409 

energy is re-absorbed by the mean flow. This result shows that viscous dissipation is 410 

the dominant sink of  lee wave energy in our ROUGH experiment, with the 411 

wave-to-mean conversion and loss of wave APE by irreversible mixing being of  412 

secondary importance.  413 

 414 
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 415 

Figure 6. Average MTW and wave energy dissipation terms (W/kg). Only regions 416 

with water depth greater than 1000 m are included in the calculation. 417 

 418 

3.2. Loss of balance 419 

Yang et al. (2021) found in their idealized sector model experiments that the 420 

enhanced eddy kinetic energy dissipation above the rough topography is associated 421 

with greater AAI. Here we examine whether and how small-scale rough topography 422 

triggers/enhances AAI and other types of instability in the realistic model simulations 423 

of the SCS. Similar to the result of Yang et al. (2021), conditions for gravitational 424 

instability and Kelvin-Helmholtz stabilities are rarely satisfied in our model 425 

experiments. Therefore, we focus on examining the following two instability criteria 426 

and processes: 427 

(i) sign change of 0��� Sf [ , where [  is the relative vorticity and 428 
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uS  is the horizontal strain rate (Molemaker et al. 2005; 429 

anticyclonic-ageostrophic instability or AAI). 430 

(ii) Ertel potential vorticity (PV) takes the opposite sign of the planetary vorticity 431 

(Hoskins 1974). In the Northern Hemisphere, that means negative PV, i.e., 432 
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Symmetric instability (SI) arises when the horizontal component PVH is 434 

responsible for the negative PV and inertial instability (INI) arises when the vertical 435 

component PVZ is responsible for the negative PV. A hybrid SI/INI develops when 436 

both PVH and PVZ are negative. 437 

In both criteria, stable stratification is assumed. Table 3 shows the mean 438 

probabilities of occurrence (in percentage) of instabilities below the upper 300 m. 439 

AAI is clearly the leading instability process in both the SMOOTH and ROUGH 440 

experiments. On the other hand, high probabilities of AAI in the SMOOTH 441 

experiment are mainly concentrated at the shallow end of the slope (Figure 7a) 442 

whereas AAI in the ROUGH experiment exhibits strong near-bottom enhancement 443 

almost along the entire slope and in a pattern similar to that of İi (Figure 7b). The 444 

local probability of AAI near the bottom can be more than 10%, much higher than the 445 

domain-averaged probability shown in Table 3. The differences in AAI between the 446 

two experiments are mostly concentrated near the bottom which can be as large as 3% 447 

(Figure 7c). In addition to the bottom-enhanced probability of AAI, the probability of 448 

occurrence of AAI in both experiments is also elevated near the surface (Figures 7a, b) 449 

which is associated with the sharp frontal structure in winter (not shown; Barkan et al. 450 

2015).  451 

The presence of small-scale rough topography also leads to an increase in 452 

probabilities of INI and SI/INI in ROUGH, particularly near the bottom in the upper 453 

half of the slope region (Figures 7d-f), however, they are an order of magnitude 454 

smaller than the probability of AAI (Table 3). The higher INI and SI/INI probabilities 455 

in ROUGH may be associated with the larger near-bottom velocity shear as a result of 456 

the weakened bottom flow (Figure 3). In addition, there is little increase in the 457 

probability of SI in ROUGH compared to SMOOTH (Table 3). According to the 458 

regime diagram of Wenegrat et al. (2018), the slope Burger number (B = Nbtanș/f, 459 

where Nb is the bottom stratification and ș is the slope angle) provides an indicator of 460 

whether the instability will be INI (B >1) or SI (B <1). In our study, Nb is about 7×10-3 461 
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s-1, ș is about 0.02 and f is about 5×10-5 s-1, so the slope Burger number is about 3 462 

which suggests that SI is only of secondary importance in our model experiments.  463 

 464 

TABLE 3. Mean probabilities of occurrence (in percentage) of instabilities below 300 465 

m. AAI: anticyclonic-ageostrophic instability; SI: symmetric instability; INI: inertial 466 

instability; SI/INI: hybrid symmetric and inertial instability. 467 

 468 

 469 

 470 

 471 

 472 

Figure 7. Probability of occurrence of instabilities and their differences between the 473 

two experiments (in percentage). (a-c) AAI; (d-f) INI and hybrid SI & INI. White 474 

areas in (a), (b), (d) and (e) indicate no instabilities. 475 

 476 

Experiments AAI SI INI SI/INI 

SMOOTH 0.25 0.0019 0.0067 0.0257 

ROUGH 0.43 0.0023 0.0124 0.0461 
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3.3. Case study 477 

In this section, we will further investigate the effect of small-scale topography on 478 

eddy dissipation through a case study. In the last three months (April-June) of the 479 

ROUGH simulation, a cyclonic eddy (CE) moves southwestward along the slope with 480 

its amplitude gradually decaying with time (Figure 8). On May 8th, a smaller 481 

anticyclonic eddy (AE1) is generated to the north of the CE which also propagates 482 

southwestward along the slope while at the same time interacting with the CE. On 483 

June 8th, another anticyclonic eddy (AE2) emerges on the southeast side of the CE and 484 

begins to interact with the CE. During the interaction of the eddy pairs, two strong jets 485 

form between the coupled, counterrotating eddies. Here we select a 200 km long 486 

section along the 2000-m isoline to present our analysis of the case study (yellow line 487 

in Figure 8). Figure 9 shows the temporal evolution of the section-mean energy 488 

dissipation rate. Consistent with the composite result of Figure 3f, large energy 489 

dissipation rates (İi) are concentrated in the bottom 500 m which is one or two orders 490 

of magnitude larger than that in the interior. Further, the bottom dissipation is 491 

particularly enhanced when the selected section lies between these eddy pairs (i.e., 492 

May 23rd and June 8th).  493 

 494 

 495 

Figure 8. Maps of sea surface height (shading with an interval of 0.05 m) and surface 496 

velocities (arrows) from April 23rd to July 8th in ROUGH. The yellow line indicates 497 

the 200-km long section along the 2000-m isoline which is selected for further 498 
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analysis. Locations of the cyclonic eddy and two anticyclonic eddies are marked by 499 

³&(´��³$(�´�DQG�³$(�´��respectively. 500 

 501 

 502 
Figure 9. (a) Time evolution of section-mean dissipation rate (W/kg; in log10). (b) 503 

Time- and section-mean dissipation rate (black line; W/kg; in log10). The color 504 

shading in (b) represents one standard deviation. 505 

 506 

We focus on May 23rd when the bottom-enhanced İi becomes elevated (Figure 9). 507 

On May 23rd, the section lies between the AE1 and CE, closer to the CE (Figure 8). 508 

Large near-bottom along-slope currents with speed over 0.1 m/s can be found along 509 

the section (Figures 10c, d). As a result of strong eddy flow impinging on the 510 

small-scale topography on the slope, lee waves are generated which are visible in the 511 

vertical velocity field whose phase lines tilt against the mean flow, as predicted by the 512 

linear lee wave theory (Figure 10a). The bottom topography is less rough towards the 513 

northeast end of the section (160-190 km), and the waves generated there, being near 514 

the linear limit, do not decay significantly with height which results in smaller İi 515 

(Figure 10b). Figure 10e shows there are patches of negative A-|S|, conditions 516 

favorable for the occurrence of AAI, right above the rough topography, which 517 

correspond well with areas of enhanced İi (Figure 10b). Our case study therefore 518 

suggests that the presence of small-scale topography enhances near-bottom eddy 519 

energy dissipation via triggering AAI. AAI can arise through a shear-assisted 520 

resonance of at least one unbalanced wave with coincident Doppler-shifted phase 521 
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speeds (McWilliams et al. 2004), and wave-wave interaction provides a mechanism of 522 

direct energy transfer toward small scales, without a turbulent cascade process, thus 523 

enhancing the viscous dissipation (Staquet and Sommeria 2002).  524 

Recent studies found that submesoscale instabilities such as SI or INI may 525 

develop when the abyssal boundary currents flow in the direction of Kelvin wave 526 

propagation (e.g., Wenegrat et al. 2018; Naveira Garabato et al. 2019). The 527 

underlying mechanism involves a down-slope flow induced by topographic frictional 528 

stress acting on an abyssal boundary current which tilts isopycnals toward the vertical 529 

and compresses them horizontally. When the lateral stratification and shear become 530 

sufficiently large, PV changes sign and SI and/or INI may develop. At our selected 531 

section, the along-slope near-bottom current flows southwestward, i.e., in the 532 

direction of Kelvin wave propagation, and there are indeed patches of negative PV 533 

close to the rough topography (Figure 10f). It is further found that both the horizontal 534 

component PVH and vertical component PVZ are negative in most areas of negative 535 

PV (not shown), suggesting that the instability type is hybrid SI/INI. Note that there 536 

are overlaps between areas of negative PV and areas of AAI, because negative 537 

absolute vorticity fulfills the instability criterion for both INI and AAI.  538 

 539 
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 540 

Figure 10. (a) Vertical velocity (m/s); (b) dissipation rate (W/kg); (c) zonal velocity 541 

(m/s); (d) meridional velocity (m/s); (e) absolute vorticity minus the horizontal strain 542 

rate (s-1) and (f) potential vorticity (s-3) along the selected section on May 23rd. 543 

 544 

Figure 11 shows wave and nonwave velocities and energy dissipation rates of the 545 

case study. The nonwave velocity unw dominates and is generally surface intensified, 546 

while the wave velocity uw is weaker with a magnitude of a few cm/s and is mainly 547 

concentrated above the rough topography (Figures 11a, b, e). Both İw and İnw are 548 

bottom-enhanced with comparable magnitudes, while large values of İnw are also 549 

present in the upper ocean associated with large velocity shear there. On a closer look, 550 

the bottom-enhanced İnw appears to be confined closer to the seafloor than İw (Figures 551 

11c-f), which is consistent with the fact that lee waves generated via flow-topography 552 

interaction radiate away from the topography and as a result dissipate further higher 553 

up in the water column. 554 

Figure 10c shows that the zonal flow along the selected section is strongly 555 

baroclinic, trending to zero at around 1200 m depth. ,W¶V� LQWHUHVWLQJ� WR�QRWH� WKDW� the 556 

wave amplitudes attenuate at around 1500 to 1000 m depth (Figure 11a), which points 557 
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to the possibilities of (1) wave-to-mean conversion sapping energy from the waves 558 

and (2) inertial/critical level effects driving dissipation as the horizontal flow speed 559 

reduces with height and the intrinsic wave frequency drops towards the inertial 560 

(Kunze and Lien 2019).  561 

Figure 12 shows the MTW and wave energy dissipation for the case study. The 562 

MTW is patchy but is on average positive in the bottom 300 m, indicating energy 563 

transfer from the mean flow to lee waves. At around 1500 to 1200 m depth where the 564 

lee waves attenuate, more patches of negative MTW can be spotted and the mean 565 

MTW term also shifts to negative (Figure 12c). At 1500 m depth, the mean MTW 566 

term is about one order of magnitude larger than wave dissipation, indicating that 567 

re-absorption of lee wave energy by the mean flow is the leading route for wave 568 

energy loss at that depth. The negative MTW is mainly caused by the mean vertical 569 

shear term (Figures 12b, c), consistent with the mechanism discussed by Kunze and 570 

Lien (2019). Integrated over the whole water column, we find that about 10-15%2 of 571 

the lee wave energy is re-absorbed by the mean flow in this case study, while the rest 572 

is dissipated via viscous processes. 573 

 574 

 575 

 576 

 577 

 578 

 579 

2 The internal-wave energy fluxes are horizontally averaged over some typical wavelength 580 

before estimating the contribution of wave re-absorption. Using different horizontal scales 581 

(5-10 km) only leads to small changes (10-15%) in our result. 582 

 583 
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 584 

Figure 11. Wave and nonwave velocities (m/s) and dissipation rates (W/kg; in log10) 585 

of the case study. The root mean square (RMS) of velocities (m/s) and section-average 586 

dissipation rates (W/kg; in log10) are shown in the two side panels (e & f). Note that 587 

the RMS wave velocity is multiplied by a factor of 5 in panel e. 588 

 589 

 590 

 591 

 592 

 593 

 594 

 595 
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 596 

Figure 12. (a) Total mean-to-wave conversion and (b) the mean vertical shear term 597 

(W/kg) in the case study. (c) Section-average energy conversion and dissipation 598 

(W/kg). Blue line represents the total MTW term, red line represents the mean vertical 599 

shear term and black line represents the wave energy dissipation (W/kg; note the sign 600 

of dissipation is reversed).  601 

 602 

We then compute the section-averaged cross-scale kinetic energy flux in the case 603 

study using the coarse-graining approach (Figure 13). The fluxes are directed toward 604 

larger scales (negative) for most of the investigated scales, particularly in the upper 605 

1400 PHWUHV��ZKLFK�LV�FRQVLVWHQW�ZLWK�WKH�³LQYHUVH�FDVFDGH´�SUHGLFWHG�E\�JHRVWURSKLF�606 

turbulence theory (Salmon 1998). However, close to the rough bottom, downscale 607 

energy fluxes dominate especially at scales less than 15 km. These significant 608 

downscale energy transfers at small scales above the rough bottom highlight the 609 

important role of small-scale topography in transferring energy out of the mesoscale 610 

flow fields via instability and wave generation into small-scale motions which are 611 

subsequently dissipated. Figure 14 shows the cross-scale kinetic energy flux at scale 612 

of 3 km. Patches of downscale and upscale energy fluxes are found to concentrate 613 

right above the rough topography (Figure 14b). Regions of large downscale energy 614 

fluxes are partly compensated by large upscale energy fluxes (Figure 14a), though 615 

downscale fluxes still dominate the total fluxes. In addition, areas of large downscale 616 
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energy fluxes generally coincide with areas of enhanced İi (Figure 10b). The 617 

compensation relationship between positive and negative energy fluxes may be 618 

associated with the re-absorption of wave energy by currents (Kunze and Lien 2019).  619 

 620 

 621 

Figure 13. (a) The section-averaged cross-scale kinetic energy flux (W/km) in the case 622 

study computed with the coarse-graining approach and its (b) downscale and (c) 623 

upscale contributions. The downscale and upscale energy fluxes are computed by 624 

setting the negative and positive fluxes, respectively, to zero before spatially 625 

averaging and adding up to the total flux. 626 

 627 

 628 

 629 
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Figure 14. (a) Depth-mean cross-scale kinetic energy flux (W/km) at the scale of 3 km. 630 

(b) Cross-scale kinetic energy flux (W/km) at the scale of 3 km along the selected 631 

section on May 23rd. 632 

4. Discussion 633 

a. Nonpropagating form drag 634 

Compared to the SMOOTH experiment, our result shows that the presence of 635 

small-scale rough topography increases the interior energy dissipation rate in the 636 

ROUGH experiment by 73% (Table 1). Among this increase, one third can be 637 

explained by the enhanced wave energy dissipation İw, and the remaining two thirds is 638 

due to an increase in nonwave energy dissipation İnw (Table 2). The nonpropagating 639 

form drag effect may contribute to this increase in İnw (Klymak 2018; Klymak et al. 640 

2021). For medium-scale and large-amplitude topography or weak near-bottom flow 641 

that are characterized by U0k/f <1 and Nh/U0>>1 (k is the horizontal topographic 642 

wavenumber and h is the root mean squared topographic height), the flow is 643 

inherently nonlinear and dissipative, and that the nonpropagating form drag is likely 644 

to be more important for energy dissipation than propagating lee waves. Figure 11f 645 

shows that the bottom-enhanced İnw is indeed more closely confined to the topography 646 

than İw��VXJJHVWLQJ�³QRQSURSDJDWLQJ´�GLVVLSDWLRQ��  647 

Following Klymak et al. (2021), the nonpropagating drag can be parameterized 648 

as: »
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 where L is an along-flow lateral scale. The 649 

nonpropagating effect has a vertical blocking scale of the topography NU /0S  650 

(Klymak et al. 2010) which is typically hundreds of meters. The near-bottom vertical 651 

resolution of our model is 30 m, which should be fine enough to resolve the 652 

nonpropagating drag. We take velocity and buoyancy frequency averaged over 653 

200-400 m above the bottom as the bottom velocity (ub) and bottom buoyancy 654 

frequency (Nb), and calculate the nonpropagating work in the two experiments (only 655 

water depth greater than 1000 m is considered). The mean nonpropagating work is 1.0 656 

mW/m2 and 1.8 mW/m2 for the SMOOTH and ROUGH experiments, respectively, 657 
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indicating that the nonpropagating effect becomes more enhanced in the ROUGH 658 

experiment. 659 

Two factors may explain the enhanced nonpropagating form drag in ROUGH: 660 

larger topography amplitude and weaker bottom flow. Although only rough 661 

topography with horizontal scales less than 20 km is added onto the background 662 

topography in ROUGH, Figure 5 shows that including these small-scale topographic 663 

features significantly weakens the near-bottom flow. When the near-bottom flow 664 

becomes sufficiently weak such that u0k/f <1 and Nh/u0>>1, the waves are no longer 665 

radiating and the flow is at least partially blocked by the topography. As a result, 666 

adding small-scale rough topography in ROUGH not only leads to generation of 667 

radiating lee waves but also enhances the nonpropagating drag. 668 

We calculate the horizontally-averaged Eliassen-Palm (EP) fluxes which is the 669 

z-coordinate representation of the form stress between isopycnal layers (Eliassen 670 

1960). The EP flux is defined as ub
N
fvwvb

N
fuw 22 , ��U (angled bracket 671 

indicates a horizontal average). We further split them into wave and non-wave parts 672 

(i.e. wwwwwwww bu
N
fwvbv

N
fwu 22 , ��U and673 

nwnwnwnwnwnwnwnw bu
N
fwvbv

N
fwu 22 , ��U ). Figure 15 shows the 674 

horizontally-averaged EP fluxes as a function of height above bottom topography in 675 

SMOOTH and ROUGH. As expected, the wave part is very small in SMOOTH and 676 

the EP flux in this experiment is almost entirely due to non-wave motions. With the 677 

addition of rough topography, both wave and non-wave fluxes become significantly 678 

enhanced, although the EP fluxes due to non-wave motions still dominate. In both 679 

experiments, the wave and nonwave fluxes are bottom-intensified. It is worth noting 680 

that in ROUGH the wave flux peaks further away from the bottom topography than 681 

nonwave part, similar to the difference in vertical structure between wave and 682 

non-wave energy dissipation (Figure 11f).  683 

 684 
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 685 

Figure 15. Horizontally-averaged EP fluxes due to wave and non-wave motions in 686 

SMOOTH and ROUGH. 687 

 688 

b. Tides 689 

The SCS is well known as a region with very strong tidal flows. Tides are also 690 

known to modify the generation of lee waves. For example, a recent study by 691 

Shakespeare (2020) found that the inclusion of tides can potentially suppress the 692 

energy flux into lee waves by 13%±19% as a result of interdependence of internal tide 693 

and lee wave generation. Preliminary analyses suggest that this suppression effect of 694 

tides on lee wave generation in our model is less than that reported by Shakespeare 695 

(2020), although we note the difficulty of unambiguously distinguishing the lee wave 696 

and internal tide energy in the experiment of ROUGH with tides. The effect of tides 697 

on lee wave generation and dissipation is worth further investigation but is left for a 698 

future study. 699 

 700 

 701 

 702 

 703 
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5. Summary 704 

The effect of small-scale topography on eddy dissipation in the northern SCS is 705 

investigated in a high-resolution nested-modelling system initialized with either a 706 

smooth topography or a synthetically-generated rough topography. In both 707 

experiments, large KE dissipation is found to be mostly concentrated in the slope 708 

region, highlighting the importance of continental slope at the western boundary in 709 

dissipating westward-propagating eddies (Zhai et al. 2010; Yang et al. 2021). 710 

Consistent with previous idealized studies (Nikurashin et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2021), 711 

results from our realistic model simulations show that the small-scale rough 712 

topography not only significantly enhances the overall eddy energy dissipation rate 713 

but also changes the relative importance of energy dissipation by bottom frictional 714 

drag and interior viscosity. The bottom-enhanced viscous energy dissipation is likely 715 

to lead to elevated diapycnal mixing in the ocean interior, with important implications 716 

for water mass transformation processes in the SCS (Wang et al. 2017).  717 

The role of lee wave generation in eddy energy dissipation is investigated using a 718 

Lagrangian filter method. It is found that when the small-scale rough topography is 719 

added, both wave energy and wave energy dissipation rate are strongly enhanced in a 720 

band right above the rough topography. About one-third of the increase in energy 721 

dissipation in the rough topography experiment can be explained by the enhanced 722 

wave energy dissipation, with the remaining two-thirds due to an increase in  723 

nonwave energy dissipation. The addition of small-scale topography increases the 724 

amplitude of bottom topography and weakens the near-bottom flow and as a result 725 

some waves generated are no longer radiating and the flow becomes at least partially 726 

blocked by the topography. Our results show that the nonpropagating work is almost 727 

doubled when small-scale rough topography is added, suggesting that the increased 728 

nonpropagating form drag contributes to the enhanced nonwave energy dissipation.  729 

Similar to Yang et al. (2021), AAI is found to be the leading instability in our 730 

model experiments. The enhanced eddy energy dissipation in experiment including 731 

small-scale rough topography is associated with greater probabilities of occurrence of 732 

AAI. Although probabilities of other types of submesoscale instabilities such as INI 733 
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and hybrid SI/INI also become higher in the presence of rough topography, they are 734 

an order of magnitude smaller than the probability of AAI.  735 

Our study provides further evidence that small-scale rough topography plays a 736 

key role in eddy energy dissipation. The magnitude and vertical structure of diapycnal 737 

mixing generated in the process of eddy-rough topography interaction is not yet well 738 

known, but have important implications for large-scale ocean circulation and climate 739 

(e.g., Saenko et al. 2012). 740 
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APPENDIX A 764 

Model evaluations 765 

The root-mean-square sea surface height (SSH) variability computed from output 766 

of the C1 model in the last model year is compared with that derived from the AVISO 767 

sea surface height anomaly data (https://www.aviso. altimetry.fr/en/my-aviso.html). 768 

The spatial pattern of the modelled SSH variability is generally comparable to that 769 

derived from AVISO data, with large amplitude of SSH variability on the northern 770 

slope of the SCS and southeast of the Vietnam coast. The observational field looks 771 

smoother than our model result which may be due to a multi-year average 772 

(1993-2016). 773 

Bottom stratification and bottom velocity are two important parameters that 774 

determine whether the lee waves can radiate or remain trapped above topography. 775 

Here we verify the stratification and velocity profiles of C1 model with the WOA 776 

climatology data and an eddying global state estimate (i.e., the Estimating the 777 

Circulation and Climate of the Ocean, phase 2, high-resolution global-ocean and sea 778 

ice data synthesis (ECCO2) state estimate). The average buoyancy frequency (N) 779 

profiles along the 2000- and 3000-m isolines are shown in Figures A2a, b. The model 780 

results match the observed profiles reasonably well and have similar bottom 781 

stratification. Figures A2c, d show the velocity profiles from C1 model and ECCO2. 782 

The velocity profiles are again close, although our model shows weaker velocity in 783 

the upper ocean. This may be due to a lack of high-frequency atmospheric forcing 784 

used in C1. However, our study mainly focuses on the effect of bottom small-scale 785 

topography, and we think this lack of high-frequency surface forcing will not affect 786 

our main conclusions. 787 

 788 

 789 

 790 

 791 

 792 

 793 
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 794 

Figure A1. Root mean square sea surface height variability (m) in the South China 795 

Sea based on (a) C1 model output and (b) satellite altimeter data. Satellite data in 796 

regions shallower than 200 m have been masked out. 797 

 798 

 799 

Figure A2. The average (a-b) buoyancy frequency (s-1) and (c-d) velocity (m/s) 800 

profiles along the 2000- and 3000-m isolines. 801 

 802 

 803 

 804 

 805 

 806 

 807 

 808 
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 809 

APPENDIX B 810 

Time series of domain-integrated KE 811 

Figure B1 shows the time series of domain-integrated KE for SMOOTH and 812 

ROUGH experiments. The upper ocean KE in both experiments gradually increases in 813 

the first 6 months or so, but after that, the upper ocean KE generally reaches 814 

quasi-equilibrium and shows no obvious trend. KE in the lower ocean, which is the 815 

focus of our study, shows no obvious trend in the 12-month analysis window, either. 816 

To further quantify the KE drift in our model, we estimated the annual drift of KE by 817 

a linear regression of KE in the last 12 months. In both experiments, the KE drift is 818 

less than 3% of the total KE. Based on these results, we believe that the "eddy" part of 819 

the dissipation in our analysis is indeed associated with eddies rather than a drifting 820 

mean state. 821 

 822 

 823 

Figure B1. Time series of domain-integrated KE for (a) SMOOTH and (b) ROUGH 824 

(J; in log10).  825 

 826 

 827 

 828 

 829 
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 830 

APPENDIX C 831 

Method for synthetically-generated rough topography 832 

The synthetic topography is computed as a sum of Fourier modes with 833 

amplitudes given by the observed topographic spectrum of the SCS, following the 834 

stochastic seafloor model proposed by Goff and Jordan (1988). The Goff and Jordan 835 

model is a topographic spectrum model at O(0.1-100) km scales based on a statistical 836 

description of abyssal hills, 837 
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where (k, l) are the horizontal wavenumbers in the zonal and meridional directions, 839  

is the angle between the wave vector and the eastward direction, h2 is the variance of 840 

the topographic height, (k0, l0) are the characteristic wavenumbers of the principal 841 

axes of anisotropy, 0 is the azimuthal angle, and ȝ is the high-wavenumber roll-off 842 

slope. 843 

The parameters in (C1) need to be fitted from high-resolution multibeam data. 844 

However, multibeam observations in the SCS are very sparse. Here we assume for 845 

simplicity that the synthetic rough topography is isotropic (k0 = l0) and use the 846 

high-resolution single beam topography data from the U.S. National Geophysical 847 

Data Center (NGDC, https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/maps-and-geospatial-products) to 848 

estimate the spectral characteristics of small-scale topography in SCS. A total of 164 849 

single beam data are collected (Figure C1a). Following Nikurashin and Ferrari (2011), 850 

all data from waters deeper than 500 m and with along-track resolution of at least 2 851 

km are divided into 50 km long segments. The total number of ~3,000 segments is 852 

used. In each segment, the large-scale topographic slope is removed by fitting a 853 

straight line before computing the topographic spectrum. Spectra are binned and 854 

averaged over a 2° × 2° grid. Then synthetic topography is computed as a sum of 855 

Fourier modes with amplitudes given by the two-dimensional topographic spectrum 856 

and random phases. Figure C1b shows the synthetically-generated topography in the 857 

SCS with horizontal scales less than 20 km. Topographic roughness is enhanced near 858 
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the Luzon Strait, the Xisha Islands and the Nansha Islands. The northern slope, 859 

however, is relatively smooth. 860 

 861 

 862 

Figure C1. (a) Shipboard single beam topography data from the U.S. National 863 

Geophysical Data Center. The color shading shows the observed bathymetry (m), (b) 864 

synthetically-generated topography in the SCS with horizontal scales less than 20 km. 865 

Gray lines represent the isolines of 1000 m, 2000 m and 3000 m, respectively. 866 
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 880 

APPENDIX D 881 

 Lagrangian Filtering Method 882 

The internal lee waves are stationary waves in the Eulerian frame of reference. In 883 

order to isolate the wave motion, we apply a Lagrangian filter method, with the wave 884 

component defined as motions with Lagrangian frequencies exceeding the local 885 

inertial frequency (Nagai et al. 2015; Shakespeare and Hogg 2017; Yang et al. 2021). 886 

The method involves the following steps: 887 

1. Particle tracking. Nearly 150 million flow-following particles (one particle at 888 

every model grid point) are introduced in the SMOOTH and ROUGH experiments 889 

and their trajectories are computed every hour over 2-day analysis periods (May 890 

12nd-13rd for SMOOTH and May 22nd-23rd for ROUGH). Then the paths of these 891 

particles are computed online following the model algorithm by making use of the 892 

MITgcm package for float advection. Note that only the horizontal velocities are used 893 

for particle advection (hence semi-Lagrangian).  894 

2. Forward interpolation. Interpolate fields of interest (e.g., w and density) from 895 

the model grid to the particle locations. 896 

3. Filtering. The wave field is isolated by applying a high-pass filter (with a 897 

cutoff frequency of local inertial frequency) to the velocity field following the particle 898 

trajectories.  899 

4. Reverse interpolation. Interpolate the filtered fields from the scattered particle 900 

locations back to the model grid. 901 

Here we only run the Lagrangian particle experiments for an analysis period of 2 902 

days because of the computational challenge. To evaluate the ringing effect on our 903 

filtered results, we run another Lagrangian particle experiment in ROUGH for a 904 

longer analysis time period of 6 days. Figure D1 shows the results of wave and 905 

nonwave energy dissipation from Lagrangian experiments with 2-day and 6-day 906 

analysis periods. The two different analysis periods produce similar bottom-enhanced 907 

dissipation patterns. Quantitatively, the volume-integrated wave dissipation below 300 908 

m is 7.24×106 W for 2-day analysis period and 7.88×106 W for 6-day analysis period, 909 
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representing an increase of about 8%. However, this difference is much less than the 910 

magnitude of temporal variations of wave dissipation. 911 

 912 

 913 

Figure D1. Composite distribution of wave (a-c) and nonwave energy (d-f) 914 

dissipation with different analysis periods (in log 10). 915 
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